507	Defeat of Blackmoon empire. Birth of Scythian Nation			246AD
753AUC									1AD
831	Uesuuius erupts, covering the Neapolitan Bay with ash, and burying 	79AD
	several towns in several metres of ash.
863										111AD
920	
932	Moesia brought under Roman protection					180AD
977	Ingweonic invasion of Albion						225
c.982	Aqutanian traders reach North Habrita, bring smallpox, measles		230AD
	to the natives.
1000										248AD
1154	Norse begin raiding Brittonic coasts, settling the Lonely Isles 		402AD
	(Orkney Shetland Faeroes) 
1168	Slavic invasions; Roman protectorates in Illuria, Dacia, Epirus collapse	416AD
1170	Kingdom of Idluria established by the remaining Illurian legions in Lower 	418AD
	Illyria; Pannonians flee south to Epirus
1171	Macedonian Kingdom of Antigonus smashed by Slavic tide; the greater 	419AD
	part of the Thracian nation flees across the Bosporus
1173	Greek city of Byzantium occupied by Thracian nobles, is declared 	421AD
	capital of Thrakous Khersonessos, a hellenisied Thracian Kingdom 
1179	Slavs occupy lands of the Marcomanni					427AD
1185	Slavs recapture <Budapesth>, dealing a crushing blow to the Roman 	433AD
	offensive to stem their advance; individual Slavic commanders are now 
	distinguished by the Romans in their field reports, suggesting that the 
	initial unity had fractured among the Slavs.
1190	Dažibogu & the western princes capture Venetia, forcing Rome to 		438AD
	admit defeat. The resulting Peace of Mezolanom created the rump 
	Roman state, along with the newly independant states of Leponte, 
	Helvetia, Massilia (which subsequently rejoined the Roman state), 
	Venedia, Noricum, & <Bohemia>. 
1206	Norse reach Ísland							454AD
1242	Pannonia, which had been divided between the Western Slavic princes, 	490AD
	rebelled and drove them from their lands. Various nomadic groups would 
	rule nominally over the Romanised land until the coming of the Madjars
1250	Norse discover Grönland, Vinland; small settlements established on	498AD
	Grönland, significant emigration from Norweg to the Vinland settlements
1253	First outbreak of major disease in Habrita (Measles, Smallpox)		501AD
c.1275	Horses reintroduced to Habrita by Norse; they are quickly adopted by	523AD
	the natives to great effect.
1300	Seljuq Turks invade Arabia Persica, ravage Syria. Defeated by a		548AD
	Egypto-Nubian army at <somewhere near 2nd Cataract> in 1347.
1362	
1519	Seljuq Empire crushed in Sahel by joint Egypto-Axumite forces		766AD
1525	Habrit the Pune reaches the Western Hemisphere			772AD
1560s	Punic tradesmen establish permanent outposts along the Eastern Littoral c.808AD
1568	Traditional date of founding of Osmanlı <emirate> 				816AD
1583	First outbreak of Black Death in the Greek poleis along the Euxine littoral	831AD
1586	The Bubonic Plague ravages Europe and the Near East, killing nearly	834AD
	a quarter of the population between 1586 and 1594AUC. It reaches 
	the Punic lands in 1590, and panicking people flee aboard ships to 
	the colonies, unwittingly spreading the plague. Medical science helps
	to keep casualties down somewhat, but without proper antimicrobial 
	agents there is little the doctors of Tripoli can do, and many take it as a 
	sign of the world's end, and form fanatical cults dedicated to the End of 
	Days.
1612	First major outbreak of Plague in the western Punic colonies. The 		860AD
	disease struck native, Pune, and <Mestizo> with equal fury, forming the 
	initial solidarity which later asserted itself in the wave of rebellions against
	the Council of Carthage, which brought the House Májjara (a mostly 
	<Mestizo> noble family of <Hispañola>) to power in 1944.
1721	Bantu begin migrations southward, driven by the Osmanlı forces		969AD
1770	Madjars invade Pannonia, establishing their Kingdom.			1018AD
1783	Hamilcar Pretender to throne of Ulster repulsed from Dalriada, 		1031AD
	overthrown in Ulster; effective end of House Hamilcar's activities in
	Northern Hibernia & Dalriada
1785	Pannonians throw out their Madjar rulers, establishing their own state 	1033AD
	(Bang'ôn@).
1815	First rebellion against Carthage occurs in <Cuba>, it is easily put 		1062AD
	down, though the mistreatment of the Arawaqs and nativised Punes
	continues.
1829	End of the Hibernian Wars; establishment of Evropean Littoral States	1077AD
1846	Second major rebellion against Carthaginian rule in the island fiefs. Lasts 	1093AD
	until 1863.
1857	Roman colonies established north of the tropical Punic fiefs		1105AD
1872	Beginning of Industrial Revolution; primary centers in Kemet, Iberia,	1120AD
	Cumbria
1921	Third rebellion against Carthaginian rule. Based on the continental portion 	1169AD
	of the Punic lands, they melt into the lands between the Punic settlements
	and the Roman colonies to the north. House Hamilcar is charged with 
	bringing the rebellion under control; their barbarous methods are effective in 
	controlling the severity of the rebellion, but also alienate the colonial 
	population, and help spread support for true independence.
1934	Romans conquer the hinterlands of their colonies, establishing the 	1182AD
	pseudo-independant state of Nova Roma. Punic partisans take refuge 
	within the colony's borders, where the Roman colonials begin to sympathise 
	with their plight.
1954	The long-simmering rebellion against the Carthaginian authorities in the 	1202AD
	Arawaqa Islands finally boils over into the Arawaqan War with the 
	alliance of the partisans with the <Natchez> nation of the Mouth of Habrita 
	{Mississippi} and the Mešican empire of the Aztecs, who together bring both 
	a considerable fleet and a large land-force into the fray. 
1964	Arawaqa War ends. House Májjara ["maj.ja4a] becomes first House to rule	1212AD
	the new Arawaqan Confederation. They maintain the alliance with <Natchez et al.> 
	and Mešica under the Treaty of Neapulis (city in southern Noua Roma), 
	which ended the war. 
1980s	Hibernians, under severe population pressure, begin to emigrate to the 	c.1228AD
	Western lands, settling primarily around a hook-shaped peninsula far north of
	the Roman colonies.
2006	The Auritan population recieves full citizenship within the Roman Empire.	1254AD

2013	Roman Revolution. Citizenship is revoked for the Auritai, causing mass 	1261AD
	rioting and severely alienating them.
2063	EVS expands to include the coastal Norse, Ísland, and Grönlann		1311AD
2142	Noua Roma, the capital of the Republic's great colony north of the Punic 	1389AD
	islands, declares itself independant of the Roman Republic, proliferating a 
	civil war between loyalists to Rome and more independant-minded Auritai 
	(as they called themselves) and a furious sea war against the Roman 
	Fleet, which blockaded Noua Roma's coast. The blockade was broken
	when the Normans sided with the Auritai, and threw their considerable
	naval resources 	into the fray.
2158	Radio signalling invented by <some latinised Cherokee name> in Aurita	1405AD
2168	Helvetia overthrows king; puppet of Scythian state installed		1415AD
	Iberian client states absorbed by their respective lieges, simplifying
	the map greatly
2217	The Great War. This conflict was so large and widespread, it is best to 	1464AD
	describe it by the various theatres of war.
	
Evropean Theatre. The original setting for the conflict. Tensions between the 
	hypernationalistic Scythian Kingdom & its puppet state of Helvetia and the 
	Roman Republic & Carthage come to a head when Scythian forces invade 	
	northern Massilia. Roman legions swiftly move north, attempting to counter the 
	Scythian advance, meeting their forces at Turinu; 
	
Libwan Theatre. It primarily involving paramilitary Ottoman units against the 
	Punic forces in the Sahara, and Mideastern Libwan allies (=Maasai etc.) of 
	the Empire attacking the Punic-Arab coastal settlements and pirates based 
	on the Libwan Horn accosting shipping; the Imperial government was officially 
	uninvolved, but it supported the Scythians through the covert actions above, 
	also through the tribesmen at the Hafrican Bay's main estruary, who raided 
	the Punic territorial seats along the Slave Coast. The Evropean Theatre of 
	war lasted until 2236, while the fighting in the Libwan jungle lasted until 2243,
	 primarily due to the fractuous nature of the Punic colonial system, where the 
	Families were free to conduct themselves as they saw fit, and House 
	<smthg-Baal, shows up as -bel> used their considerable assets to subjugate 
	the Iqbô, until the Osmanlı Janissaries reinforced them, driving the 
	Carthaginians back to their more westerly strongholds. At this point, the 
	Ottoman Empire brokered a peace between both sides, which involved bringing 
	the Iqbo even more under Osmanlı suzeranity, to the point where they were 
	finally annexed to the Empire proper in 2251.
	
Far East Theatre.
	
Habritan Theatre.
	
Oceanic Theatre.

2223	The formerly rich Gold States along the southern shore of the Sahara are	1470AD
	wracked by rebellions (planted by Osmanlı agents), which the Ottomans 
	use as an excuse to annex them to the empire.
2224	Punic and Osmanlı negotiators agree on a fixed border between their 	1471AD
	holdings in the Sahara, which gives a large amount of territory to Carthage 
	and their Berber allies. Kemet and Etiopia remain in conflict with the 
	Ottomans regarding their borders, especially in Cyrenacia and the Horn of 
	Libwa.
2331	Chinese lands in the <Phillipine> Archipelago annexed by Nihhon		1478AD


NOUA ROMA
Noua Roma (city): Charleston area. pop. 2270: 2.3 million
Neapulis: founded at mouth of Savannah river. pop. 2270: 568,000
Noua Syracusa: Richmond, pop.2270: 1.26 million




